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Our Star, the Sun
Life and Time in a Solar System

Building Science Concepts
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Concept Overview
About the overview

PLANET EARTH AND BEYOND

The diagram below shows the science concepts outlined
in this book. The arrows show the links between
concepts and how they might build in sequence. A
“big idea” shows how a fully developed understanding
of the concepts might look. Such an understanding
might not be achieved until level 7 or 8. The big
ideas are included to help you build appropriate
concepts with your children, whatever their age.

Achievement Aim Three:
Investigate and understand relationships between planet
Earth and its solar system, galaxy, and the universe.

Big Idea

Big Idea

The Sun is the
ultimate source of
energy for life on
Earth.

Earth’s system is a
small part of a solar
system within the
vast system of the
universe.

If we were able to get closer
to other stars, we would
sense a greater amount of
their heat and light.

Large space objects that
emit their own light and
heat are called stars.

The Sun is a star.

The Earth takes one year
to orbit around the Sun.

On clear nights, we can see
star patterns in the sky.

The Earth spins on its axis
once every twenty-four
hours, giving “day” to the
parts that face the Sun and
“night” to the parts that
face away from it.

The Sun is so close to us
that during daytime its
brightness outshines the
light of other stars.

The Sun is the star closest
to the Earth.

Other stars are much further
away from us than the Sun.

Life on Earth depends on
the light and heat given
out by the Sun.

The Sun gives out light
and heat.
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We see the Sun in
the daytime.

Science Concepts

We see other stars
at night.

